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A diagnostic accuracy study of laser Doppler flowmetry for the assessment of pulpal status

Abstract

Aim: To assess whether laser Doppler flowmetry is more accurate than the conventional pulp

sensibility tests (Electric pulp test and ethyl chloride) in assessing the pulp status of permanent

anterior teeth in children and to identify the LDF’s Flux cut-off threshold.

Methodology: A cross-sectional cohort diagnostic accuracy study with randomisation was

carried out in 8-16 year old children. Participants had one maxillary central or lateral incisor with

either a completed root canal treatment or an extirpated pulp and a contra-lateral tooth with vital

pulp. The outcome measures included the sensitivity, specificity and predictive values as well as

the repeatability of all tests. Statistical analysis included the use of the Receiver Operating

Characteristic (ROC) curve and contingency 2x2 tables. Kappa scores were used to assess the

repeatability of EPT and ethyl chloride while inter-class correlation was used for LDF.

Results: The study included 74 participants as determined by sample size calculation. A

significant difference between the Flux values for teeth with vital and non-vital pulps was found.

The best cut–off ratio for LDF was 0.6 yielding a sensitivity of 54 % and a specificity of 32 %

which were lower than the values of electric pulp test (Sensitivity = 83.8 – 94.6 %, Specificity =

89.2 – 97.6 %) and ethyl chloride (Sensitivity = 81.1 – 91.9 %, Specificity = 73 – 81.1 %). The

repeatability of LDF, EPT and ethyl chloride were 0.85, 0.86 and 0.81, respectively.

Conclusion: Laser Doppler flowmetry was unable to differentiate between teeth with vital and

non-vital pulps in children between the ages of 8-16 years, with an acceptable level of

confidence. The results of this study showed that there was a high probability for false results.

Further development of LDF in assessing pulpal blood flow would be required before it could be

recommended for clinical use especially in children.



Introduction

The ability to diagnose the health of the pulp following dental trauma is a crucial part of

treatment planning in dental traumatology. The most accurate method of evaluating the degree of

inflammation or the presence of pulp necrosis is the histological assessment of the pulp

(Andreasen 1989), which is of little value to clinicians who are faced with making clinical

decisions regarding pulpal status following dental trauma.

The use of the conventional pulp sensibility tests, such as electric pulp testing (EPT) and

cold tests, is primarily subjective and relies on the patient’s response to the stimulus. Children’s

anxiety and cooperation are two major confounders in the use of such tests especially following

traumatic dental injuries (TDIs), which introduce further unreliability of the tests. It is possible

that no response is detected to sensibility tests after TDIs even though blood circulation may

have been restored (Ohman 1965, Bhaskar and Rappaport 1973, Crona-Larsson et al. 1991). The

use of such tests could result in false responses, especially when used in the child population

(Cooley and Robison 1980, Peters et al. 1994). Therefore, a more reliable objective diagnostic

tool would be a valuable diagnositic aid in order to assess pulp vitality.

Laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) was developed for the assessment of pulpal blood flow,

rather than the assessment of the pulp‘s sensory response derived from the innervation of the

pulp (Gazelius et al. 1986). The Doppler Effect was the principle used in developing LDF

technology whereby the laser light is aimed at the pulp through a fibre optic probe, which

interacts with red blood cells causing backscattered light (Toman 1984). The backscattered light

consists of Doppler-shifted and un-shifted light waves, is then captured by an afferent fibre

within the same probe and directed to photodetectors in the flowmeter. The received signal is

computed with a pre-set process in the LDF machine producing a signal termed the Flux

(Roeykens and De Moor 2011).

LDF is often described as an objective, painless and non-invasive test that has the

advantage of being a quantitative method (Gazelius et al. 1986). However, caution has been

advocated in the interpretation of the results due to the inability of the device to measure the

blood flow in absolute units. Other limitations include the cost of the equipment which is



considered high when compared to other relatively inexpensive pulp tests (Ames et al. 1993,

Vongsavan & Matthews 1993a,b). There are also technical limitations affecting the results that

have been reported which include patients/apparatus movement and contamination from blood

flow to the surrounding tissues (Ikawa et al. 1999).

LDF has been reported to be more accurate, in differentiating between teeth with vital

and non-vital pulps, than other dental pulp tests (Ghouth et al. 2018). Clinical studies have

shown that LDF had higher sensitivity (81.8-100%) and specificity (100%) when compared to

other pulp tests (Ingolfsson et al. 1994, Evans et al. 1999, Karayilmaz and Kirzioglu 2011).

Despite the reports of higher accuracy of LDF in assessing pulp vitality, these data are based on

studies with a high level of bias, and major shortfalls in study designs using methodologies that

may have resulted in over estimation of the diagnostic accuracy of LDF (Mejare et al. 2012,

Ghouth et al. 2018). Also, there has been inconsistency among studies regarding the Flux cut-off

threshold used, below which the pulp could be considered as non-vital.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of LDF when compared to

conventional pulp sensibility tests such as EPT and cold test (ethyl chloride) using a

methodologically recommended diagnostic accuracy study design, methods and statistical

analysis. In addition, the study aimed to determining the most accurate LDF Flux threshold

below which a tooth could be identified as diseased (non-vital pulp). The null hypothesis was

that LDF is as accurate as the conventional methods (EPT and ethyl chloride) in assessing the

pulp status of permanent anterior teeth in children.

Materials and Methods

Ethical approval

Ethical approval was obtained from the National Research Ethics Service (NRES) committee,

North West, Greater Manchester East – UK (Ref # 15/NW/0583). The study was reported in

accordance with The Standards for Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (STARD) (Cohen

et al., 2016). The study protocol was registered at the International Standard Randomised

Controlled Trial Number (ISRCTN) registry (ISRCTN12547356). Informed consent was



obtained from all parents/people with parental responsibilities for the children to take part in the

study.

A cross-sectional cohort diagnostic accuracy study with randomisation of children and young

adults was conducted at Leeds Dental Hospital, School of Dentistry, University of Leeds, UK.

Study participants were recruited into the study when they fulfilled the following inclusion

criteria:

 Aged between 8-16 years.

 Medically fit and well (ASA I, II).

 Children and their parents/people with parental responsibilities understood English

language and were able to understand instructions.

 Showed an acceptable level of cooperation.

 Had one maxillary central or lateral incisor with root canal treatment or pulp extirpation and

a minimal restoration covering less than half the labial crown surface.

 Had one anterior tooth (ideally contralateral tooth) with:

o Vital pulp with no history of dental trauma,

o No signs/symptoms of pulp inflammation/infection such as pain, tenderness to

percussion, and/or associated sinus tract, and no radiographic signs such as

periapical radiolucencies or root resorption.

o No radiographic evidence of pulp canal obliteration.

o A history of positive responses to sensibility testing for the past six months.

o A minimal restoration covering less than half the labial crown surface of all teeth

assessed.

Study participants with any of the following exclusion criteria were not recruited into this study:

 Learning disabilities.

 A history of moderate and significant behaviour management problems

 Heavily restored teeth (restorations covering more than half the labial surface).

 Routine analgesics, antidepressants or antihypertensive drugs.



 Teeth with necrotic pulps that had grey discolouration of the crown or treated with

regenerative endodontic techniques.

 Teeth with vital pulps showing any of the following:

 No consistent response to EPT and ethyl chloride pulp tests during the past six months.

 Abnormal colour.

 Tenderness to percussion.

 Any radiographic sign of loss of vitality

 Pulp canal obliteration.

Randomisation

Following consent/assent, participants were randomly assigned to two groups; Test = LDF, or

Control = EPT and ethyl chloride, using a computer-generated random list made by an

independent person. The independent person concealed the allocation sequence in sequentially

numbered, opaque, and sealed envelopes. Each participant chose one envelope prior to

commencing the chosen test(s).

Sample size determination

Sample size calculation was determined using an online software

(http://www.stat.ubc.ca/~rollin/stats/ssize/) based on a pilot study conducted in our clinic, using

the same LDF device used in this study (Nazzal et al. 2014). As a result, the number of

participants required to achieve a power of 80%, at 95% significance difference, with an effect

size of 25% (LDF 87.5% vs EPT 62.5%) using one-sided test, was determined to be 37

participants per group, which meant a total of 74 in total were required.

Pulp assessment

Pulp assessment using all three tests were carried out by a single operator.

Test group (LDF)



A dual channel Moor VMS-LDF 2 (Moor Instruments, Axminster, UK) with a 2.5 mW max

output power, 785 nm ± 10 nm wavelength and 15 KHz probe frequency filter was utilised. Two

probes with 1.5mm diameter, each with two fibres of a diameter of 200 たm  and a fibre 

separation of  500 たm were used. 

At the start of each session, the device was calibrated as per the manufacturer’s instructions and

a LDF splint was constructed using Vinyl Polysiloxane impression material (UnoDent, Essex,

England) (Fig. 1). Small holes were drilled into the splint labially at the level of the middle third

of all teeth assessed using a tungsten carbide round bur with a slow speed handpiece in order to

accommodate and stabilise the LDF probes. Participants were asked to rest for a few minutes

while the splints were prepared for intra-oral use and before the start of LDF recordings. Teeth

were isolated using a small piece of rubber dam (UnoDent, Essex, England) after which the

splint was fitted over the rubber dam. The LDF probes (2 probes) were passed through the labial

holes of the splint with each probe placed against each tooth tested allowing simultaneous

recordings for both teeth. Movement of the participant or the probes was avoided as much as

possible and a 30-second stable LDF recording was achieved. Two successive recordings were

obtained.

Control group

Pulp sensibility was assessed in the control group using EPT followed by ethyl chloride. Prior to

sensibility assessment of the tested teeth, a detailed explanation of the test procedure was given

to the participant followed by a trial test of a sound lower anterior tooth for the child to

experience the sensation.

EPT

Teeth assessed were isolated with cotton rolls and dried with air spray. Each participant was

asked to hold the metal end of the EPT’s probe. The EPT probe was placed in contact with the

middle of the labial surface of the tooth assessed using conduction medium (Aquagel medium,

Fabricado por, ECOLAB, Leeds, UK). Once a tingling sensation was felt, participants were

asked to let go of the probe. Two recordings were obtained per tooth.



During the first recording, the rate of voltage change was set to 5 and then increased to 8 during

the second recordings. Any sensation felt by participants at any time before EPT reached the

maximum voltage of 80 on the scale was considered positive. An unreliable EPT response was

recorded when different responses were obtained, i.e., if one recording was positive while the

other was negative.

Ethyl chloride

All teeth were re-dried. A cotton pledget was sprayed with ethyl chloride until saturation, the

excess was removed by shaking, and then applied twice to the teeth examined for 5 to 8 seconds

with a 2-minute break between the two positive applications. A dry un-sprayed cotton pledget

was used to assess false responses between the two positive applications. Each participant was

asked to raise their hand when feeling a cold sensation. An overall unreliable response was

recorded when disagreement in responses between the first and third applications occurred

and/or a positive response to the dry cotton pledget.

Outcome measures

Accuracy outcomes of all tests were defined as follows (Petersson et al. 1999):

- Sensitivity is ‘’the ability of a test to identify teeth that really are diseased. Diseased

teeth = necrotic pulp. The sensitivity was calculated according to the formula: True

Positive / (True Positive + False Negative)’’.

- Specificity is ‘’the ability of a test to identify teeth without the disease. Without disease =

teeth with vital pulp. The specificity was calculated according to the formula: True

Negative / (True Negative + False Positive)’’.

- Positive predictive value is ‘’the probability that a positive test result really represents a

diseased tooth’’. The positive predictive value was calculated according to the formula:

True Positive / (True Positive + False Positive).

- Negative predictive value is ‘’the probability that a tooth with a negative test result really

is free from disease. The negative predictive value was calculated according to the

formula: True Negative / (True Negative + False Negative)’’



Repeatability as a secondary outcome measure was defined as ‘’the variation in repeat

measurements made on the same subject, at least two measurements per subject, under identical

conditions’’ (Bartlett and Frost 2008).

Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics were used in reporting the demographics and clinical characteristics of the

participants. Independent samples t-test was used to assess the difference in age between the test

and control groups, while Fisher’s exact test was used to assess the difference in gender and

tooth type. Chi-square was used to assess the difference in the type of trauma and stage of root

development. Paired t-test was used to assess the difference in Flux values between vital and

non-vital pulps.

Using Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves, the Flux cut-off value and the ratio (Flux

of teeth with non-vital pulps/ Flux of teeth with vital pulps) showing the best combination of

sensitivity and specificity values were chosen. Sensitivity analysis was used to assess the

outcomes of EPT and ethyl chloride when study participants provided unreliable results. The

positive and negative predictive values for LDF and the accuracy outcomes for EPT and ethyl

chloride were calculated using the traditional 2X2 (Akobeng 2007a).

Sensitivity analysis was carried out to assess the unreliable responses provided with EPT and

ethyl chloride for different assumptions as if the unreliable responses were positive first

indicating a positive patient response. Then the unreliable responses were assessed as if they

were negative, and finally the unreliable responses were excluded. The ranges of all the values

obtained were reported.

Kappa scores were used to assess the repeatability of EPT and ethyl chloride while inter-class

correlation was used to measure the repeatability of LDF. The data was analysed using IBM

SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Science) statistics version 23.

Results

The study included 74 participants with a mean age of 12.4 +/- 2.0 years, (range: 8-16 years).

There was no significant difference between the two groups in terms of participants’ age, gender



distribution, or the type of dental trauma sustained (P > 0.05). The tooth type and root

development stage of the teeth used as control (teeth with vital pulps) were also not significantly

different between the two groups (P > 0.05) (Table 1).

LDF

Paired t-test showed a significant difference between Flux values of the teeth with vital pulps ,

10.24 (SD = 5.6), and non-vital pulps, 6.88 (SD = 5.4), P < 0.05 (Table 2).

There was no ideal cut-off value with high sensitivity and specificity (Fig. 2). The best cut-off

value identified was 6.3 Flux with a sensitivity of 43.2% and a specificity of 21% with an area

under the ROC curve equal to 0.24. Similar results were obtained when assessing the cut-off

ratios (Flux of teeth with non-vital pulps/ Flux of teeth with vital pulps), as no ideal ratio was

identified (Fig. 3). The best cut–off ratio identified was 0.6 with a sensitivity of 54 % and a

specificity of 32.4% and an area under the curve equal to 0.25 (Table 3). The positive and

negative predictive values are presented in Table 3. Re-calculating the ROC curves for both

values and ratios after removing the outliers showed no difference in the outcomes. The

repeatability of LDF was found to be 0.85.

Control group (EPT and ethyl chloride)

EPT showed a sensitivity of 83.8 – 94.6 %, specificity of 89.2 – 97.6 %, positive predictive value

of 89.7 – 96.9 % and negative predictive value of 85.7 - 94.3 % (Table 5). Ethyl chloride showed

a sensitivity of 81.1 – 91.9 %, specificity of 73 – 81.1 %, positive predictive value of 77.3 –

81.1 %, and negative predictive value of 81.1 – 90 % (Table 5). The repeatability of EPT and

ethyl chloride were 0.86 and 0.81, respectively.

Discussion

The sensitivity and specificity of LDF in the present study were shown to be less than the

reported values in previous studies (Ghouth et al. 2018, Mainkar and Kim 2018). This could be



attributed to the robust study design used in the present study to overcome some of the

limitations seen in previous studies.

A recent systematic review of the LDF’s accuracy outcomes in comparison to other

sensibility and vitality tests highlighted some serious flaws in the study designs of the studies

included in the review, with a lack of high-quality evidence supporting the reported LDF’s

superior accuracy over other sensibility and vitality tests. The authors concluded that further

assessment of the LDF’s accuracy using a more robust study design was needed (Ghouth et al.

2018). Therefore, this study adopted a cross-sectional study design, consistent with the

recommended diagnostic accuracy study designs with random allocation of study participants

and allocation concealment (Rutjes et al. 2005). Randomisation and allocation concealment were

missing in all previously reported LDF studies (Ingolfsson et al. 1994, Evans et al. 1999, Chen

and Abbott 2011, Karayilmaz and Kirzioglu 2011). The authors acknowledge that the use of an

independent assessor, blinded to the teeth assessed under the splint, would have further improved

the study design somewhat, however, this was not deemed to be logistically achievable

The study participants were from a younger age group to that reported in studies in the

literature to specifically assess the accuracy of dental pulp tests in a child population. In the

present study, the researchers wanted to directly investigate the issue of unreliability of pulp

testing methods which is an issue of concern and of direct relevance to clinical practice of

traumatology and endodontics in children. Only one previous study (Karayilmaz and Kirzioglu

2011) assessed the diagnostic accuracy of LDF in teenagers and young adults aged 12-18 years

old while most other studies used a wide age range from 6.5-74 years (Ingolfsson et al. 1994,

Evans et al. 1999, Chen and Abbott 2011).



Maxillary central incisors are the most likely teeth to be affected by traumatic dental

injuries (Pitts et al. 2013) and were the teeth that were mostly included in the present study. For

assessment of LDF ratios and specificity of the tests employed, assessment of vital teeth was

important. The authors acknowledge that some of the teeth considered non-traumatised with vital

pulps might have been involved in the trauma at the time the trauma was sustained. However, the

use of strict inclusion criteria such as no evidence of trauma at time of assessment, lack of signs

and symptoms of pulpal damage and positive response to sensibility tests for a minimum of six

months prior to recruitment should have minimised any such effect. The choice of a tooth from

the opposing arch was considered as a possibility, however, that would have introduced another

variable in the interpretation of the results.

The electrical and cold stimulation to the dental pulp have two different mechanisms of

action according to the hydrodynamic theory. Consequently, the application of cold testing

appears to have no effect on electrical stimulation on the pulp. As a result, the sequence of pulp

tests has not been found to affect the results of the tests when EPT and ethyl chloride were

reversely used (Trowbridge et al. 1980, Pantera et al. 1993, Fuss et al. 1986). The application of

EPT followed by thermal testing is a common sequence of pulp testing (Peters et al. 1994). Cold

application of five to eight-second has been shown to be sufficient to determine the

responsiveness of the teeth in the majority of the cases (White and Cooley 1977).

Choosing an ideal reference standard is fundamental in diagnostic accuracy studies. The

reference standard is the best available method to establish the presence or absence of a disease

to which the test results could be compared. The use of an inappropriate reference standard can

cause an error in diagnoses (classification bias) and can result in under/over estimation of the

performance of the test (Rutjes et al. 2006). The present study included a composite reference

standard for teeth with vital pulps which was based on clinical and radiographic examinations.

The use of a composite reference standard can sometimes be used when there are several tests to

diagnose a condition and which combines the results of the tests to present a better indicator of

true disease status (Alonzo and Pepe 1999), similar to previous studies (Evans et al. 1999,

Karayilmaz and Kirzioglu 2011, Ingolfsson et al. 1994). With regards to the necrotic (pulpless)

teeth, unlike other studies where the reference standard was the presence of necrotic tissue or

blood upon root canal treatment (Ingolfsson et al. 1994, Evans et al. 1999, Chen and Abbott



2011), which is subjective, a standaridised reference standard of either pulpal extirpation or a

completed root canal treatment was used in the present study. Polat et al. (2004) showed that

there was no significant difference in LDF recordings between empty and filled root canals.

Laser penetration and reflection have been shown to be affected by crown restorations

(Chandler et al. 2014, Chandler et al. 2010). Therefore, the inclusion of heavily restored teeth

was avoided. For standardisation purposes, included teeth were non-discoloured with restorations

covering less than half-crown labial surfaces in order to allow LDF’s and EPT’s probes as well

as ethyl chloride’s cotton pledget placement at the middle third of the crown in contact with

sound tooth structure.

The use of rubber dam in addition to the splint is supported by studies in the literature

and have been shown to reduce non-pulpal contamination of the surrounding tissues (reduce

mean blood flow by 56-82 %) ( Hartmann et al. 1996, Soo-ampon et al. 2003, Kijsamanmith et

al. 2011). The use of a rubber dam and splint was utilised in the present study.

There is an inconsistency in the literature with regards the optimum duration of LDF

recording. Furthermore, it is well established that movement artefacts, whether related to the

patient or apparatus itself, affect LDF recordings (Ramsay et al. 1991, Hartmann et al. 1996).

Therefore, allowing sufficient time to obtain a stable Flux recording has been recommended

(Jafarzadeh 2009). Valid and correct acquisition requires a complex technique, which includes

the precise positioning of the probe as well as relaxation and absence of any movement in order

to avoid artefacts. A stable 30-second interval, as free as possible from movement artefacts, was

used to calculate the Flux values for each patient. Miron et al. (2010) found that there was no

statistically significant difference between Flux measurements from six 30-second stable time

interval LDF outputs.

The Flux values of teeth with non-vital pulps were higher than the values of teeth with

vital pulps in a few recordings. Roebuck et al. (2000) reported similar findings where they

assessed the vitality of anterior teeth. Most of the different probe design combinations used

resulted in at least one recording where a Flux value of a non-vital pulp was higher than the vital

pulp. This may be an additional limitation of the use of LDF which adds to the difficulty in



interpreting the results. Moreover, fluctuations and heterogeneity of Flux values have been

observed in the present data. Which is similar to another study where LDF results showed non-

interpretable Flux values (Roy et al. 2008).

One of the most important and crucial factors in using LDF is the use of a cut-off

threshold to aid in the diagnosis of non-vital pulps. Currently, there is no consensus as to the

LDF’s cut-off threshold despite few suggestions which are based on low-quality research

(Ghouth N et al. 2018). Different cut-off thresholds have been used and reported in the literature.

The use of cut-off ratios below which the pulp is considered non-vital (diseased pulp Flux/

known healthy pulp Flux) of 0.1 and 0.6 have been used in two studies (Chen and Abbott 2011,

Karayilmaz and Kirzioglu 2011). The cut-off ratios used by Chen and Abbott (2011) was based

on the work by other researchers (Ingolfsson et al. 1994, Roebuck et al. 2000), despite the

inherent and serious limitations of the two studies on which these were based (Ghouth N et al,

2018). The rationale behind the 0.1 ratio used by Karayilmaz and Kirzioglu (2011) was also not

clear. The current study showed that a cut off ratio of 0.6 produced the best combination of

sensitivity and specificity. However, these accuracy values are too low for a diagnostic tool to be

used with confidence and to be clinically acceptable.

The use of a cut-off value, rather than ratio, of 7.0 PU was used by one study showing

sensitivity and specificity of 100% (Evans et al. 1999). It was however unclear what the authors’

rationale was behind the use of this particular value. In addition, no power calculation or

randomisation was performed in that study. Applying this value, 7.0 PU, to the data in the

present study showed poor sensitivity and specificity of 35% and 27 %, respectively. Applying

an arbitrary cut-off value/ratio to analyse LDF recordings would result in overestimation of the

true accuracy.

The ROC curve is a graphical technique for assessing the ability of a test to distinguish

between diseased and non-diseased subjects. This technique helps in the determination of the

cut-off threshold which results in the best sensitivity and specificity that may be attained

(Akobeng 2007b). The ROC analysis used in the present study showed that the cut-off ratio of

non-vital pulp/healthy pulp ≥ 0.6 to yield the best possible combination of sensitivity and 

specificity. In addition, a perfect test would have an area under the ROC curve of 1.0, while a value less



than 0.5 indicates a completely unusable test with the results likely obtained by chance (Zou et al. 2007,

Akobeng 2007b). The area under the curve in the present study for both LDF Flux values and ratios was

much lower than 0.5 which confirms the results as having low sensitivity and specificity.

The sensitivity and specificity of EPT and ethyl chloride, in the present study, are in

agreement with those reported in the literature (Fuss et al. 1986, Villa-Chavez et al. 2013,

Petersson et al. 1999, Evans et al. 1999), while those of the LDF were much lower than those

reported in the literature (Evans et al. 1999, Karayilmaz and Kirzioglu 2011).

The authors of the present study are fairly certain that these results, although somewhat

unexpected, are a consequence of the more stringent study conditions used in the present study

conducted with a rigorous study design in conformity with that required for a cross-sectional

cohort diagnostic accuracy study with randomisation (Rodger et al. 2012). Some of the attributes

carefully introduced into the study design were power calculation, participants randomisation,

the use of a younger age group, exclusion of teeth with large restorations, and the use of a

combination of rubber dam and splint to reduce non-pupal signals.

Conclusion

The results of this study show a high probability of false results when using LDF in assessing the

pulp blood flow/pulp vitality in children. Therefore, within the limitations of this study, the

results suggest that LDF is unable to differentiate between teeth with vital and non-vital pulps in

children between the ages of 8-16 years, with any acceptable level of confidence. Further

assessment of the LDF with different parametres such as wavelengths and/or probe type and

fibre distance is needed. In addition, further technical development may also be needed to allow

the more convenient use of the device before it can be recommended for routine clinical use for

the assessment of the dental pulp especially in the child population.
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